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Swami:  Everybody knows by your mind you can draw the yantra?   
Who cannot draw that, just the yantra?  Take few minutes completely 
relax.  Good.  The most climax subject today and climax talk today.  
So try to carefully understand, it's simple and interesting. I'm only 
giving the bullet points benefits. 
 
The soul is hidden in our body in several places. Each time it's 
moving different places, but majority the energy of the soul, the 
spark, is hidden in the?  A huge mango tree is hidden in the?  
 
Eric: Seed. 
 
Swami:  The seed can produce another mango tree. A womb can 
produce?  
 
Simone:  Another human.   
 
Swami: Number one, refixing womb and soul using: Visvashakti 
Avahum.  How to make your womb purified?  What you need to do?  
Different benefits using Visvashati Avahum.  For, Visvashakti Avahum I 
mentioned here. Come to this point. Look at your map (yantra).  
What I mentioned there, between wife and husband who have any 
problems with kama, when they're union time try to chant this at 
least five minutes.   
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You been ten men in your life, ok forget about it. You been thirty 
women in your life, forget it. The union means whenever you have 
the union… I put it here the link (In the Womb Chakra Yantra, see the 
link of the three lines of the center rectangle touching).  It has to link this 
place – sattva, tamo, rajo – three gunas, three layers. This totally is 
hidden the, ‘Visvashakti Avahum,’ this spot.   
 
So this sattva, tamo, rajo, the three gunas, whenever you've been with 
the different people, whenever you had the connection between both 
- that is the right time you can purify.  You don't need to be only wife 
and husband. Your heart is open to a beautiful girlfriend… your 
heart is open to a beautiful boyfriend… your heart is open after 
twenty years later to your ex-husband… your heart is open ten years 
later your ex-husband… to refix with soul level, with the womb level 
forever and ever the connection, and also same time, having the 
purification - need to chant this prayer, even can solve pretty good 
the problems.   
 
For example, it doesn't work if both aren't chanting the mantra.  
Doug believes that mantra his wife doesn't believe that mantra.  It 
needs both guys needs to chant it - one side it never happens.  
Practically you can test it.  If you do for forty-one days pretty good 
you have success there.  I'll show this yantra on the palm leaves, how 
they wrote it like huge, they wrote a kind of bible.  But I'm taking like 
super short-cuts… the, the, the short-cut. 
 
Number two, using, ‘Visvashakti Avahum’ for disconnecting the 
energy, for example, hate to say, you're a bachelor, you have an 
addiction as a womanizer. Your heart is not open, but your body is 
really torturing you. You want to get out of that addiction. Chant this 
mantra then automatically… This one side…that's another danger 
too… if you want to avoid that addiction, if you chant this then 
generally your energy never accept to go for crazy things. That's 
another benefit.   

 
Two other purposes for using this same mantra for disconnecting the 
negative kama energy. You did the terrible mistake. Your wife is 
really in trouble with you – she hates you, she doesn't want you, 
forget it.  She's torturing you. At the time, take this same mantra, 
chant it bringing up whatever high kama energy you're holding it, 
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but not with the depression heart. You need to rise the feelings for 
her, then she'll automatically calm down to you.  Brett you can try.   
 
Then another thing, in this planet, many millions of women are 
facing the problem, they have to work under one boss. (male boss)  
Always the woman is carrying the men attacking on her. If by 
accident one boss is really torturing her, caught her and everyday 
torturing her, using her in a crazy way, whenever you're under the 
trouble try to chant this. You can disconnect it.  Clear on these points?  
Ok, coming to the real benefit of this in your normal life, whatever 
you're having, the problems, connections, disconnections, 
purifications, this is the prayer – Visvashakti Avahum – done.  When 
you are in the job.   
 
The real benefit coming: how to grow up the womb as holy place.  
The womb means in the planet, that's the most beautiful temple, the 
most holy place in your body, the most energy place in your body, 
the most clarity place in your body.  To make that one as a holy… For 
example, we consider this a temple because Shirdi Sai Baba is sitting 
here, isn't it?  You created some holy thing is there.  Then, once if you 
enter, some holiness is there. Once if you entered, you felt it's a 
holiness. Whenever you represented your life in your spirituality, 
how you really bring that holiness yourself to the planet? That's a big 
question mark since thousands of years all saints.   
 
So, many people whatever the religions… Even in India, Rama was 
born from the fire ceremony. One God came, he gave amrutha, nectar 
then Dasaratha (King - Ram's father) he had three wives but no 
children. After drinking that liquid they all got pregnant. Jesus Christ 
he came, he had no man (his mother was a virgin).  You know what I'm 
saying?  Somewhere, some depth angle, it makes super, super depth 
angle if it's really, really difficult (to get pregnant) there's a chance it's 
possible.  So they created the womb that they can straightly send the 
energy to grow in it. They created that holiness in any female 
character.  On the day they discovered it before Vedas, in the ancient 
tradition, without men the womb carried a baby.  Jesus he came, they 
like that, but they didn't have the real explanation.  This is the yantra.  
 
So this yantra, as much as you want to grow very powerful in your 
body to chanting it… even for example, the gents think, “Swami, we 
don't have the womb but we need to be very strong.”  I'm going to 
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give the final prayer. Once if you're chanting, you connect your 
physical mother, even she passed away, she's still alive, she got 
operated on, still you receive amazing energy to your soul. It's the 
only most direct canal, direct highway to receive that. To the female 
characters, why it's very easy I told it, if the female did fourteen years 
sadhana and the male did four hundred years sadhana, the females 
get like that. Even Jesus Christ, his devotees, majority are the ladies.  
Shridi Sai Baba when he's passing out, there's one lady, Lakshmibhai, 
he gave her the nine coins of the nine devotions, nine types of 
anywhere you can reach to me.  It means the females have that much 
easy opportunity to grow your energy very powerful and very 
strong. Even though whatever your body feelings, your kama 
feelings are driving you crazy, this is the mantra to purify and make 
it strong: 
 
 Om dheem ram, dheem ram, dheem ram, 
 Mama kama chakra 
 Prakshalana avahum 
 
Ma Ma - two there:  Ka Ma. Every Full Moon, no matter which process 
you are doing, which mantra you are doing, what I'm giving this 
mantra, you must do this every Full Moon 108 times. MUST. And 
draw this womb chakra yantra, also add your personal mantra under 
either, dheem ra ra  or kleem ra ra  Then burn that piece of paper in the 
fire.  THIS IS A MUST TO DO ENTIRE YOUR LIFETIME EVERY 
FULL MOON.  This is not for 6 months or two years.  This is for the 
rest of your life.   
 
You can chant the mantra while you're drawing the yantra.  
Maximum it'll take you ten, fifteen minutes to draw it once you got it.  
And chanting mantra takes fifteen, twenty minutes. You done.  
Anytime can do on Full Moon day or any of the three days during the 
Full Moon timing. No need to put the mantras in the yantra when 
you're drawing it.  If you're really brilliant you can put them, but not 
required. But your personal mantra must be in there - make sure 
nobody sees that. But don't draw the yantra the wrong way. One or 
two mistakes ok, but not too many mistakes – no way.  
 
(Swami points out three places on the yantra where the lines are touching.)  
Completely I gave the right side to touching. I recommend to write 
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your personal mantra under kleem ra ra on the right side. You see the 
difference within six months.   
 
The mantra on the right side is: Sri sri saam I'll write it in Telugu.  
Clear? Bijas at the top of yantra for mother to chant who is carrying 
the baby in her womb to make the baby's soul strong. So this 
bijakshras, you know mother's carrying the baby in the womb, to 
chant these to make the baby strong, soul strong with a lot of clarity.  
For example, give these bijas to the pregnant woman to chant for 
couple of minutes. Whenever she chants this, when the baby is in 
the womb, when the baby comes out, no need for that baby to do 
any spiritualism in his life. No need to. You can see, you can test 
that baby after he keeps growing how he really came out. But one 
condition, whenever the mother is receiving the baby with the 
husband (moment of conception) need to be chanting this: 
Visvashakti Avahum.  Both wife and husband must be chanting it on 
the process.   
 
Om kama kam  ram  nam  cham.   Before the bijas: kam tam tam cham, 
where these came from? One - Sri Chakra; two - JC yantra; three - one 
of the four prayers to Mother Divine after connecting Her to help 
against her illusions.  Before it's came: sra nam bhuum bhuteshvari 
mama kuru svaha – sra it came. You remember that? What is that? 
(Second Earth Element) Never ever underestimate these bijas. Each 
bijas, each one is a star. Each word, each bijas, each letter is a 
blooming star. Ok this is clear here.   
 
Mantra for broken hearts healing body sickness: Dheem ra ra and 
Kleem ra ra. Siddhis like Big Boss this one: naga naga naga, nam nam 
nam, rupa rupa rupa raksha, at the moment you guys need to chant this 
to receive something like Big Boss. Purifying mantra when you gave 
yourself totally to someone and they left you: Om sam yoga sa sa sri sri 
sri shree chakra dhara rakshamam. Number four you can also purify the 
womb for example, purify the womb means a lady feels she deceived 
by somebody - she got hurt. She offered her mind, her body, her 
heart and her soul, everything. She's under kind of bumpy. You 
know what I'm saying?  She wants to kill herself because she's super 
angry on herself.  At the time go for number four.   
 
Even the gents, you really trusted one woman. Generally there's not a 
hundred percent giving and taking nature. Even the wife and 
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husband I'm sorry to say, there isn't one hundred percent you given 
to her.  Is it true Clint?   
 
Clint:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Something you still having with you.  When you really 
given something to her totally, your life, your money, your heart, 
your house, totally you depended on her. Finally she said, ‘ta-ta,’ she 
left.  You want to kill her. You really want to take revenge on her or 
you want to die yourself. You understand what I'm saying, Jerry?  
Just relaxly do this fourth prayer as much as you can: Om sam yoga sa 
sa sri sri sri shree chakra dhara rakshamam. This prayer you should do 
by heart in your mind - anytime can pick up.   
 
This process I'm giving the name: Holy Womb Process.  Ok coming to 
number three, like a Boss receiving certain things, before I mentioned 
when you made your soul object. I told I didn't give the pin number.  
Now I'm giving the pin number:   
 
 
Soul Object Pin Number 
 
Om naga naga naga sam yoga papa rupa raksha 
 
Papa means very important word here. Who made soul objects?  How 
many people don’t have soul objects?  That's lot. How many people 
don't have power objects?  Ok, that's done. Who connected with 
Mother Divine, again to recycling to Her, I'm giving the channeling 
here:  
 
Om, plus personal mantra, plus tesraim  ma  na  sa  shakti raksha.       
 
The ma na sa is not like one word manasa – keep each letters separate.  
Keep chanting, chanting, chanting this pull Her, have Her darshan.  
But I'm not giving permission to communicate until next Shiva Ratri.  
So, keep chanting it, pull Her. I'm not joking. Can do as often 
whenever you need it.  You want something very badly, you want to 
experience Her energy – sit very peacefully. First always a good habit 
to say thanks to the Guru Parampara - then chant this.   
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Whenever the vibrations is not pulling it, fulfilling it, change your 
personal mantra.  Again something… the vision is not happening, not 
one hundred percent clarity - go for Shakti Gayatri. You did it like 
few hours nothing happened then sleep that night.  Then you see the 
experience. Once if you really chanted, you tried to have the 
connection to see Her, within those three days or maximum five 
days, you will, you have to have darshan period. Who already has 
Soul Objects it's very easy to them – super easy.   
 
Chant the mantra like a rhythm. But don't say like: manasa chant it 
ma––na––sa  (like you do when you chant the other bijas – example:  ba–ra–
na–ba–ba–ra-wa) Ma–na–sa, the three characters Brahma, Vishnu, 
Maheshwara.  Ma is powerful bullet, very powerful trigger.  
Sometimes you keep chanting, nothing happening, don't worry keep 
go, keep go, keep go.  You ask the Big Bosses: Boss 1, Boss 2, Boss 3, 
the help is there.  Clear? 
 
Ganesh:  You said we cannot communicate with Her until Shiva Ratri 
but we can see Her. 
 
Swami: Yes, even you talked, She won't talk to you - I fixed that.  
After Shiva Ratri it's only possible once if you made your third-eye.  
You made your third-eye, it's not a joke, you can see each others 
when you close your two eyes, one eye and one eye, just you keep 
watching each others. To making the third-eye process, that's 
completely new subject. Try to make your womb most powerful.  
Connect with your mother womb, the Real Mother Womb - through 
the nature.  Clear on this? 
 
Going to the Shiva…. Dwarkamai, this time I didn't put any 
sankalpam to the Shiva Lingam to bleed or anything stuff. Some drop 
keeps running inside… Some Shiva lingams, they put it around (the 
Shiva Lingam) to connecting. Who I promised to connect Shiva, I 
don't have the guts. To be honest, I brought few cobras, wild king 
cobras and big dragon.  Tonight I want to release in Dwarkamai to sit 
with few guys - what happens?  We'll see, but myself there's a chance 
can hit it.  But who is connected the Shiva, that process people, one is 
here (Swami showing, high level) one is here (Swami showing, low 
level)… to make everybody come like in one balance… One time I 
tried it.  How many people there in Jesus Temple?  
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Myuri:  Four, Jonathan, Alx, Christina Sch. and me. 
 
Swami:  When you held the Shiva Lingam bowl is anything in it? 
 
Myuri:  It was completely filled with amrutha.   
 
Swami:  Before? 
 
Myuri:  Before when we brought it over from Dwarkamai it was 
already bleeding then holding it became so heavy, so heavy.   
 
Swami:  Why it was so heavy? 
 
Myuri:  I don't know, Jonathan was holding it, but it was clear it was 
almost to the point he couldn't keep holding it.  
 
Swami:  But one mistake happened.   
 
Myuri:  You want to tell that mistake?   
 
Swami:  No, I don't want these guys to know and do again the same 
mistake. Last night I told it, “Don't touch each others,” then they 
touched four people. That thing is happening. So, whenever it's 
getting heavier, flowing, flowing, it's bleeding at the time? 
 
Myuri:  Yes, it was still continually bleeding at the time. 
 
Swami:  Yes, it is continually bleeding.  So you, Christina Sch., 
Jonathan, Alx, huh? To you communicating with the Shiva, it's 
danger.  You can see him but nobody on this planet can manifest him, 
pull him in a physical form or as avadhut.  On this planet, even to the 
Jesus Christ, no person can manifest him. You can manifest through 
the rocks, like a Shiva Lingam, you know what I'm saying?  But you 
can't pull him.  Yes, Tatyana?   
 
Tatyana: How Adi Shankaracharya massaged Shiva's feet? That's 
confusing to me. 
 
Swami:  Adi Shankaracharya doesn't know he's a Shiva.  He didn't 
know he's a Shiva.   
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Guenther:  Are we burning our paper yantras on the Full Moons? 
 
Swami: Yes, and I recommend when you're here tonight, to draw this 
yantra on the copper sheet, and touch it to the Big Boss feet.  And a 
little bit add dhuni ash and rub it on the copper sheet and keep it in 
your bedroom.  Once if your kama energy really got control you're a 
ninety-eight percent clarity person. How much? Ninety-eight percent. 
 
Daniella:  Can you make this on copper or silver and give it other 
people? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  You can teach this to somebody too.   
 
Ganesh:  To pulling Mother, do we have to be alone by ourselves, or 
can we be as a couple or groups? 
 
Swami:  You can be in groups.   
 
Ganesh:  Can we show Mother Divine to our students? 
 
Swami:  Why not? That's the concept why I'm preparing you guys.  
Why not?  
 
Ganesh:  We can start from today onwards? 
 
Swami:  Yes. Yes.  But once you made this yantra, some bijakshras, in 
this bijakshras, either one I need to put my sankalpam on it.  Then it's 
really activated in anybody's house.  Whenever you draw it, bring it 
in front of me - I put some word. You know what I'm saying? It's very 
important.  But you can draw it it's a matter of one minute to me to 
put it. Clear?  (Swami put his sankalpam on everyone who did the yantra 
on the copper sheet here at the program)     
 
Student:  Can we give to the pregnant woman whatever they need 
the bijas? 
 
Swami:  Yes.   
 
Student:  Can we teach this? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  
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Student:  Copper sheet you said should be in the bedroom.  Am I 
allowed to travel with it? 
 
Swami:  Sure.  I understand.  Yes, yes, no problem. 
 
Student:  Are these bijas the same you wanted to activate in the Sri 
Chakra? 
 
Swami:  No, this is completely different.  Don't link this with any 
yantras and mantras. No. Especially the youngsters, teenage girls and 
teenage boys in your house, they're going crazy, draw this yantra and 
put it in their bedroom, just put it in their bedroom. Done. You might 
think, “How it's really possible Swami?” Yes, a magnet how it really 
pulls the iron. This yantra will really affect on your soul, especially 
the womb… calms down, really calms down. And I really 
recommend today to chant this 1,008 times tonight, and draw again 
the yantra on a piece of paper with all mantras perfectly. Then burn it 
in this dhuni tonight.  Last night everybody touched their power spot 
I believe? You touched your power spots? 
 
Students:  Yes.   
 
Swami: And before you leave here try to draw it on a copper sheet. 
Let me see it and bless it.  (Swami sent the blessing long distance that 
night)   
 
Student:  On regular Full Moons we need to draw it with candlelight?  
 
Swami:  Yes, because you need to burn it in the fire you know? 
 
Student:  When we pull Mother Divine you said we're not allowed to 
communicate with Her, but maybe we can touch Her feet? 
 
Swami:  No. She comes like a spark, like a spark. The fire puja is 
running here today.  I never ever got tired in my life, something last 
night I did some process, some people using certain my things and 
putting on the Jesus' feet, experience to several people. Until to 
morning 5:30, 6 am, I'm chanting 6 a.m. - I knocked on my body.  
And my wife Silpa came, “The fire ceremony is running, wake up, 
wake up.”  Amazing trance.  Done?   
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Student:  Is it ok to draw the yantra on any one of the three days of 
the Full Moon? 
 
Swami:  Yes majority go one Full Moon, the calandar. 
 
Student:  How often does a woman have to chant the bijas? 
 
Swami:  As much as she has the time.   
 
Student: The connecting with Mother Divine, is that for anybody who 
communicated with Her or who's had a darshan? 
 
Swami:  Who had simple darshan, they can pull, just vaguely pull it.  
You try pull it but to the Yellow Scarf I need to give the channeling to 
the Jesus, but I need to talk privately. And the Small Baby Cross 
people I need to talk to them privately - that's two things still left.  
And Singapore group is still pending. I have to give them small 
process.  Colorado group is done.  I'll see them in Colorado.   
 
Student:  And the Dwarkamai group? 
 
Swami:  The Shiva process? No, it's failure.  But what I want to do 
surprisely, after you draw the copper sheets we'll make a lottery, who 
can really sacrifice, dedicate your lives, five people, brave, strong, 
we'll do one experiment.  We'll do one experiment.  Has to do.   
 
Student:  (can't hear completely) Do we use mantra: Visvashakti avahum 
for young men who can't come away from their mothers?   
 
Swami:  The mother can make him to disconnect it. The child cannot 
do it. But it's not… why? Why mother and son you need to 
disconnect that?  It doesn't make sense to me.  I love my mother but I 
stay distance. She wants to go to America, “You want to go to 
America?  Pack up, go.”   Everything the points I covered it.   
 
Then once you made your womb strong, the third prayer, especially 
to the University people and who's coming to Shiva Ratri, you'll see 
what it is.  I'm not forcing you to do it but I advise to you to do it as 
much as you can.   
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THE HOLY WOMB PROCESS – Don't neglect, never, ever neglect it.   
 
If you don't know how to draw this yantra by next Guru Purnima, 
I'm sorry because of tonight I'm going to put sankalpams on each 
person to giving shaktipats. It's very important. If you're not 
interested, if you don't believe it, you don't like it, if you feel it's 
crazy, I understand with your belief system, you don't need to come 
to India. No need to come to India.  Don't waste my time; don't waste 
your time. 
 
Hassan: You said something to do for the Blue Scarf, Tirupati Group? 
 
Swami:  Let me think.   
 
Student: There's some process opened for the Lottery group from 
May. 
 
Lothar:  Swami has all the questions concerning the different groups 
on a piece of paper.  
 
Swami: I'll answer, still there are small things, but majority who 
made Soul Objects, Mother Divine pulling channelings - you got it.  
With the Yellow Scarf it takes fifteen, twenty minutes and different 
groups it's not a big problem.   
 
After dinner come back with copper sheet and plain sheet and draw 
the yantra here tonight. No speech, no bhajan, as much time as 
needed use this place draw it.  Ok?  Good luck and try to be strong 
few guys whoever it comes in the lottery.  
 

End of Talk 


